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Ramesh Terdal

Artist and Art Curator

Bruna Biavati

Creative Artist

Felipe Krause

Photographer

Henrique Resende

Artist and Art Educator

Ali Sajid

Watercolour Artist
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Name: Soumili Pal

Country/City: India

Title: Leaf carving

Category: Creative Art

Description: In present's situation 
world fights against 
covid-19. So I have tried 
to present it on leaf.
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Name: Steve Porter

Country/City: United States Shreveport, 
Louisiana 

Title: Stay Home

Category: Creative Art

Description: This piece includes horns I made 
for a short film and the 
"Steveacabra" ( creature ) is 
made from all recycled material 
- the message STAY HOME ! 
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Name: Subhash Shorey

Country/City: India

Title: EFFORTS TO SAVE WORLD

Category: Creative Art

Description: In this work colour cloths are used to represent 
the pleasant word and black cloth is used to 
show the ugly face of corona virus which is 
damaging and destroying the beauty of  world. In 
another section of the work self image is applied 
showing humans are protecting world for the 
betterment of humanity. I am sure the world will 
overcome this turmoil's by inventing the 
medicine to save lives.
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Name: Treasha Mae Puray

Country/City: Cebu City, Philippines

Title: The Golden Angel

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: The Golden Angel is the angel of 
wealth who make the humans 
realize their worth and value, the 
angel also protects the abundance 
of gods creation
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Name: Ian Paratore
Country/City:Madrid

Title: Buy the World
Category: Creative Art
Description: Arms trailing a ball of simple and enjoyable things from the outside world on black 

pages from magazines on a painted canvas from the streets of Madrid.

The canvas rested in my room for months. It was going to be used for a collaboration 
project with a friend of mine who is a painter, but alas, we are quarantined. The black 
background was inspired by a goldmine of black pages I found a music magazine. I 
thought about how to theme the piece for these strange times and while being 
confined in the walls of my Madrid apartment, I think emotionally, I gravitated towards 
the things I miss. The collection of positivity in the centre was almost going to take the 
shape of a heart, but I thought a circle embodied similar feelings of love. My original 
idea was to have the globe held by one big hand made of smaller hands; and I started in 
that direction. After putting together a few fingers, I felt it wasn't the right direction for 
the piece. A hand should be slender, mine was shaping up to be clunky. I have learned 
many times in collage, that my best results come from respecting each cut-out and 
trying to get the maximum out of each image; the hand idea required too much 
manipulation for my style. The hand transitioned into a free flowing trail.

This pandemic is testing our generosity and altruism. It feels like a lesson in learning to 
care for one another; to share. We are not at war, there are no zombies or aliens, and 
supply lines are maintaining output so far. Selfish behaviour is ugly and nonsensical, 
capitalism is a bust for prosperity, and we are experiencing an opportunity to reflect on 
our values, both individually and on a societal level. News is a bit of a black void these 
days, however, the stories that spotlight individual acts of kindness give me some hope. 
If you add all of those gestures together, they are impactful and help bridge the time 
until we get back to things we might not have realized we love so much.
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Name: Evren Love Dela Cruz

Country/City: Philippines/Lipa City

Title: Call to Stay Home

Category: Creative Art

Description: This is inspired on Money Heist, but instead, 
frontlines replaced them to fight for covid19
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Name: Uma Gandhi

Country/City: India/Surat

Title: Playing cards gown with 
matching accesories

Category: Creative Art

Description: One day me n my daughter 
thought to do some best out 
of waste. We were having so 
many playing cards n so we 
decided to make old gown in a 
new form. So we stacked 
playing cards' then we 
decided to make matching 
accesories. We made earing, 
necklace, headband,  brestlet, 
hat
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Name: Robert  Posseh 

Country/City: Liberia

Title: Graphic designer 

Category: Creative Art

Description: I can edit cartoon photo, flyer, banner, 
video recording and production.
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Malta

Name: Manuel Giacometti

Country/City: Italy/Treviso

Title: Dont play with me

Category: Digital Art - Creative Art
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Malta

Name: Simonetta Rossetti
Country/City: Italy
Title: Waiting for the end of the nightmare

Description: This nightmare is a mini-project created using the aerial plants of the 
tillandsia family. the living plant interacting with the eggshell finds its 
habitat. here the plant is taken up in a small pandemic still life shot. the 
image ironically evokes the covered face of a person, forced to use these 
masks and the out of control situation of his hair, in which in this period 
of live television from China showed us our beloved TV correspondent 
Giovanna B. this is an ironic still life, linked to the Easter period and the 
covid-19 pandemic we are experiencing.
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Name: Aparna Pothuru

Country/City: India

Title: Quilled venkateswara kalyanam set

Category: Creative Art

Description: This total set was done witb quilling strips total set contains 
10 dolls lord venkateswara kalyanm set 
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Name: Giampiero De Santis

Country/City: Catanzaro

Title: Sig.Felice

Category: Creative Art

Description: Il Sig.Felice nasce su una vecchia scatola di latta 
del cacao Venchi storica azienda italiana. Al suo 
corpo principale al fine di dare vita sono stati 
aggiunti diversi componenti recuperati e 
assemblati con viti, dadi e bulloni. Il tutto ¨
materiale riciclato 
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Malta

Name: Myriam Solar

Country/City: Spain

Title: Virgin Water Mirror

Category: Creative Art

Description: This picture is a masterpiece of the complexity art 
and wave universe co-created in the water on a 
mirror that shows  the celebration of an event in art 
history through processes and patterns in the S-T. 
Water contains the wave universe that creates the 
matter or form of all living bodies in a process of co-
creation governed by the spiral and sphere 
principles of a curved universe. From these universal 
principles are formed the bases of manifestation of 
all aesthetic forms and models of perfection of the 
art of complexity which is the formal expression of 
the wave universe.
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Name: Maria Chatrina Go

Country/City: Cebu, Philippines

Title: Till the Sun Rises and sets

Category: Drawing/Paint/Art creative

Description: I was thinking of how everyday during 
quarantine would feel if my family was 
complete. that moment when the sun 
rises and the moment it sets. we would be 
doing the same cycle, maybe, but it would 
be really fun. since we are a number of 10 
in the family, then many things can be 
done. like playing board games or singing 
as one (since we all sing), or watch TV 
movies, we love that. horror, comedy, 
family stories. But because we are apart 
from my three brothers and my father, I 
wanted to imagine having them during 
this pandemic. Where we stay in one roof.
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Name: Dani O'Neill

Country/City: England

Title: Elemental dress

Category: Creative Art

Description: My dress was inspired by the classical elements, mainly 
aether, a lesser known classical elements. It has white free 
motion stitching of star signs and planets on it and a lace up 
back.
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Name: Bwanga  Kandoro

Country/City: Cape Town

Title: Table mountain

Category: Creative Art

Description: We are doing pyrography & Marquetry. Wood inlay and wood burning based in Cape Town , SA
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Malta

Name: Paola  Tornambe

Country/City: Italy/Rome

Title: Cubed

Category: Photography/Painting

Description: My photography is artistic and avant-garde, 
close to painting, obsessed by time and long 
exposure time through which I realize my 
images. Introspective, dreamlike and surreal, 
my pictures are located at the edge between 
"visible and invisible" and can directly 
represent the deepest emotions, dreams, 
feelings and the agony of being.
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Name: Kate Lindsay
Country/City: United Kingdom 
Title: Creativity overload

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: I lost a friend to mental health issues and wanted to rise 
awareness about men’s mental health especially during these 
times as I felt it doesn’t get enough attention so I did a 
drawing with balloon scraps. This drawing is an image of a 
mans shirt and tie and instead of a head it is popped balloons 
to show how pressure from the balloons got to much and 
popped, representing the pressure men can be under to 
cause mental health issues.
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Malta

Name: Mario Russo

Country/City: Italy/Caserta  

Title: Sirio 

Category: Creative Art

Description: It's a automotive design concept 
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Slovakia 

Crying wolf 

Drawing/Paint

Sometimes your tears says more than 
your words. There's stories of our lives 
we never tells. 
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Name: Maria Florlyn Veral

Country/City: Caloocan City, Philippines

Title: The Asylum of Awareness

Category: Creative Art

Description: Since I am a Psych Major and during this 
quarantine, mental health and mental health 
disorders is becoming an issue, I have created " The 
Asylum of Awareness " to prove that not all 
disabilities are visible and that it is something that 
can overcome easily. I just also realized that 
awareness is very significant because I have noticed 
that some people do not understand the situation 
of being mentally challenged so, awareness is the 
key. So, overall, I am promoting a mental health 
awareness. Mentally challenged person do not 
need to be judged, they need to be understood.
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Country/City: Cebu Philippines

Title: Recycled DVD finding nemo

Category: Creative Art

Description: I'm recycling DVD case and 
make it as my canvas,I use air 
dry clay,tissue paper to cover 
the DVD,and paint.
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Name: Galen McGee

Country/City: Cape Town

Title: Heart of Africa

Category: Creative Art

Description: I handcrafted this African pendant from
recycled skateboards and the hand
painted and engraved the pendant. 
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Name: Judith Tarresb

Country/City: Barcelona, Spain

Title: Morse

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: With this artwork I expressed the fear of isolation, how I often feel 
helpless during quarantine. It also is very related with the confusion 
due to having too much information and talking about the same 
subject over and over. Quarantine has been hard and this piece 
explains some of the emotions I've had towards it so far. 
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Malta

Name: Manuel Giacometti

Country/City: Italy/Treviso

Title: EASTER

Category: Art Digital – Creative Art
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Name: Arshed Hussain

Country/City: Srinagar

Title: King Contagious 

Category: Digital Art

Description: Digital art depicts the present scenario where we all 
trapped in the hands of the of the unknown enemy who 
spreads his kingdom every moment and we are nust
watching him horrified and helpless. 
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Name: Ataleese McNally

Country/City: USA

Title: Evergreen/Evermore

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: This piece was made using an acrylic background and a paper cut out of a 
drawing I made. It is coloured with copic markers. The girl depicted is 
suffering from nostalgia. Her heart aches for something she used to 
have/someone she used to be. She misses when things were evergreen 
and when the world felt wide. Like all good things, it came to an end, and 
she still dreams of the future she never got to have (evermore). I made 
this shortly after I moved cities. I left my home from which I grew up for 
10 years and all the friends I'd made. I had a future, a plan, an idea of 
what I wanted. And then it was taken from me in the blink of an eye. The 
theme is bitter, but I'm proud of the truth it stands for. Most people deal 
with this at some point in time, and it's ok to feel that way. All in all, 
nostalgia sucks sometimes. 
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Name: Bishal Rana Magar

Country/City: Nepal

Title: The Golden Buddha

Category: Creative Art

Description: This is my recycled art work.This whole art work is 
made out of paper mache (paper egg tray),news 
paper,woodply,glue,colour etc.
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Name: Nisha Malla

Country/City: Nepal,Banke

Title: Logo of Real Madrid

Category: Creative Art

Description: It's a photo of Real Madrid's Logo which is the 
best club among all the clubs in the world in my 
opinion. I made this with paper .. it's a quilling 
art .
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Malta

Name: Mark Fought

Country/City: Sarasota

Title: ConTube Veyance

Category: Creative Art

Description: Recently, I have been working 
on digital art. This is a study in 
repetition of shape and 
dimension. 
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Name: Harjinder  Singh

Country/City: India

Title: Golden Tree

Category: Creative Art

Description: I Made this Golden Tree using Walnut 
shells, Jute thread, broken branches, ear 
buds and tissue paper. 
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Name: Diogo Lando

Country/City: Oliveira de Azemeis

Title: DAY 19 - Stay in Touch  

Category: Creative Art

Description: This is part of a series of works I have been creating 
since the beginning of the quarantine.
Obviously this affects not only our daily routines but 
also our mindset, so I am trying to capture my 
emotions as I go through this.
This specific work was created after starting to meet 
some friends online.
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Name: Ferdaws Chamekh

Country/City: Medenine

Title: Interlacing

Category: Creative Art

Description: I used glassware techniques in this work. It is 
to work between transparency and opacity. 
I putted inside the glass ordinary objects, 
enamels, effect powders... My work try to give
reality other interpretation.
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Name: Janne Brandon Apolinario

Country/City: Philippines

Title: The Black Pearl of Jack Sparrow

Category: Creative Art

Description: I love watching The Pirates of the Caribbean 
sequel, and this gave me the idea of making a 
clay made ship of Jack, my favourite 
character... I am only 11 years old from the 
Philippines.
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Name: Janet Jurado

Artwork title: Quarantined

Category: Creative art
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Name: Myra Molina

Country/City: Manila, Philippines

Title: Sculpture  "SAKURA" 

Category: Creative Art

Description: I stay in Japan a couple of years! We used to go 
around some of the most popular places you can see a 
lot of Sakura tree as you see in Park it's awesome! 
Wonderland that's why I decided to make my 
sculpture version of Sakura. Mixed Media made of 
(Brass, Borosilicate glass, and copper) 
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Name: Olivier  Bourgin

Country/City: France

Title: Couleurs de cuisine

Category: Creative Art

Description: Regarding the amazing colours 
and shapes of flowers, fruit, 
spices and herbs I absolutely 
wanted to bring them 
together.....that is what I did....
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Name: Lucas Mateo Leiva

Country/City: Seville

Title: Ya queda menos para que termine todo esto

Category: Creative Art 

Description: I was bored and wanted to play video games, when I looked 
at the clock to see how long I was playing I remembered 
that I had to send a job from the institute (during the 
quarantine in my Country we have to do homework) so I 
started to do them very quickly. When I finished, I didn't 
want to play and I decided to represent everything I did 
that afternoon on the clock
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Name: Chayonika Mukherjee

Country/City: Nagpur, India

Title: A Small help?

Category: Creative Art – Graphic Designer

Description: So here, I have created a poster using the Adobe 
InDesign Software and I am creating awareness 
about Covid-19 and aim to help those who are 
homeless, jobless and now go without food.
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Name: Dr. Farrina Abbas

Country/City: Pakistan/Daska

Title: Water Well

Category: Creative Art

Description: It is a working water well (Decoration piece) made 
of colour paper, paper sticks, plywood, hot glue, 
acrylic paint and spray paint....
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Name: Nudrat Sheikh

Country/City: Pakistan

Title: Waterfall

Category: Creative Art

Description: Being in the water, and especially being around the raw 
power of a waterfall is moving and sometimes difficult 
to capture. Luckily I have words as well as images to get 
omymood and feelings across, I love nature an all the 
creations around us, some time I thought Life is like a 
waterfall â€“ in the end, we’re all one . 

thank u. <3
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Name: Hajira Hameed 

Country/City: Swabi, kpk Pakistan 

Title: The dream catcher 

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: This art is basically about catching your dream, that how dream 
catcher help you in good dreams, it destroyed all the bad 
dreams and pick a good dream for u, keeping you stay away 
from nightmare , bc due to nightmare, someone's life may 
disturb, their routine life life get disturbed. 


